Referencing /
Using the Vancouver style

Overview: What is referencing and why do it?

Referencing in academic writing enables you to give credit to individuals and/or organisations whose work you have used in your assignments. A referencing style, such as Vancouver, is a set of rules (including formatting, punctuation and abbreviations) which should be followed every time you include a reference, so that your reader can easily identify and trace your sources. Referencing correctly will also ensure that you avoid the charge of plagiarism, which means using the work of others without acknowledging your source of information. Plagiarism is treated very seriously, and plagiarised work may be disqualified.

Essentially there are two components when referencing a piece of work:

Citation: The process of recognising the contribution of a specific individual or organisation as the acknowledged source that you have used within the text. This is referred to as the in-text citation. In the Vancouver style the in-text citation consists of a number in round brackets at the point where you have referred to someone else’s work, starting with the number (1). The number is incremented each time you insert a new citation.

Reference List: The Reference List appears at the end of your piece of work and includes comprehensive bibliographic details for every in-text citation. In the Vancouver style, your reference list will be numbered in numerical order, from 1 onwards, where the numbers correspond with those assigned to your in-text citations.

The Vancouver referencing style is commonly used in medical journals. This guide gives examples of how to cite within the text and how to write references using the Vancouver style.
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How to cite within the text

You should use numbers within brackets, for example (3), for in-text citations; the number in brackets links directly to the reference list at the end of the piece of work.

Only the number in brackets, for example (3), is given immediately after your citation in the text.

If you refer to the same source multiple times within your assignment you will always refer to it with the number it is assigned the first time that you cite it in your text. Therefore if you cite reference number (1) later in your text, you would cite it using the number (1) again.

Citing a single work:

In clinical practice, up to 2.5-L of fluid has been administered on one infusion (1). A number of studies have...

Or:

Newman (3) has argued that....

Citing multiple works at the same time:

If citing more than one piece of work in the same place in your text then each piece needs to be given a number in the in-text citation, and must then be listed fully in your reference list. If the numbers are a consecutive range then link the first and last inclusive numbers with a hyphen, if not then separate each number with a comma.

For example, citing works 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9 would look like this:

Several studies (3-6, 9) have compared the effects of........

Citing using a direct quote

Citing using a direct quote is not common practice in scientific writing, so while it is not incorrect it should be avoided where possible. Instead, try to report the findings that you want to reference in your own words and cite it according to the instructions given above.

If using a direct quote in the text is unavoidable then you must use quotation marks and give the page number(s), as well as a citation number in brackets. For example:

Skretkowicz (4) has stated that ‘Florence Nightingale’s Notes on Nursing is a masterpiece in the literature of nineteenth-century social reform’ (p. 9).

Short quotations (up to 2 lines) can be included in the body of the text, as in the example above. Longer quotations should be indented in a separate paragraph, and a smaller typeface may be used. For example:

Barnett (11) has said that

‘The nineteenth century witnessed a radical shift in the meaning of the body’s boundary. Skin – in particular its colour and cleanliness – had always played a central role in the shaping of personal identity and social position, and in the previous century caricaturists had taken great pains to capture the pocked, abraded, coarsened hides of the Enlightenment’s jaded pleasure-seekers. For middle-class families in the new industrial cities, however, the skin became a political and an ethical boundary, a tool of individuation and a marker of health, wealth and dignity’ (p. 48).
If you are not using all of the quotation, this can be indicated using three dots:

Barnett (11) has said that "[t]he nineteenth century witnessed a radical shift in the meaning of the body’s boundary ... the skin became a political and an ethical boundary, a tool of individuation and a marker of health, wealth and dignity" (p. 48).

How to reference at the end of the text

Full references will include different elements of information depending on the type of resource that has been used. Examples of the elements, order and punctuation for different types of resource are given in the next section of this guide. References should be listed at the end of your assignment in a numbered list, in **numerical order**, where the numbers correspond to those assigned to your in-text citations. Therefore if your text is something like this:

In clinical practice, up to 2.5-L of fluid has been administered on one infusion (1). In some cases penicillin has been shown to be more effective (2), however Newman (3) has argued that non-fatty acids.....

Then your reference list will look like this:


Note:

- Do not put brackets round the numbers at the start of each entry in the reference list.
- Authors’ forenames are normally abbreviated to initials, giving a maximum of two initials.
- Whenever possible details should be taken from the title page of a publication and not from the front cover, which may be different.

Referencing online resources

When referencing a resource that you have accessed online there are some additional pieces of information that you need to provide in order to indicate this to the reader. The key differences are:

- You will need to insert [Internet] at the end of the title, indicating you accessed the resource online
- You will need to insert [cited Year Month Day] after the year of publication, telling the reader exactly when you accessed the resource
- You will need to finish the reference with the statement ‘Available from:’ and the full URL where you accessed the resource, this tells the reader exactly where you accessed the resource

It is important to provide information on when and where you accessed an online resource because information published online can be moved and/or changed far more quickly than that in print publications. Vancouver uses the convention [cited Year Month Date] to indicate the date that you accessed the resource.

Specific examples of how to reference different types of online resource are given in the ‘Referencing different types of material’ section of this guide.
Referencing a source with several authors

For a source with 2-6 authors list all the authors in the order listed on the source separated by commas.

For example, a book with three authors:


If there are more than 6 authors, you may put the first three followed by a comma and ‘et al.’ meaning ‘and others.’

For example, this journal title with 12 authors listed in full looks like this:


But the reference can be shortened to:


Secondary referencing in the text

When citing the work of one author found in the work of another author you should acknowledge that you did not consult the original source by using the phrase ‘cited by’ in your text:

Bateman and Crant, cited by Tappen (8) noted that…

The phrase ‘cited by’ indicates that the reference to Bateman and Crant’s study was found in the work by Tappen, and that you have not read Bateman and Crant’s study. Thus, Bateman and Crant is a secondary reference. When using a secondary reference you only include the primary reference (which you have read) in your reference list, so in the example above this would be the work by Tappen.

Note: Secondary references should be used sparingly, and wherever possible you should only include references you have actually read. It is considered plagiarism to cite a work that you have not read.
# Referencing different types of material

## Books

**Book by a single author:**

Author’s Surname Initial. Title of book. Edition if later than 1st. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.


**Book by two authors:**

Author’s Surname Initial, Author’s Surname Initial. Title of book. Edition if later than 1st. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.


**Book by a corporate author (e.g. a government department or organisation):**

Name of corporate author. Title of book. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.


**Edited book (including reference material such as dictionaries, encyclopaedias, bibliographies and indexes):**

Editors Surname Initial(s), editor. Title of book/dictionary/encyclopaedia etc. Edition if later than 1st. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.


**Chapter in an edited book:**

Author’s Surname Initial. Title of chapter. In: Editors Surname Initial, editor. Title of book. Edition if later than 1st. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication. p. numbers.


**E-book from a website:**

Author’s Surname Initial. Title of book [Internet]. Edition if later than 1st. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication [cited year month day]. Available from: URL.


**E-book on CD / DVD / mobile device:**

Author’s Surname Initial. Title of book [CD-ROM/DVD or other relevant software or device information]. Edition if later than 1st. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.

Article in a printed journal:
Author’s Surname Initial. Title of journal article. Abbreviated journal title. Year; volume number (issue number if there is one): page numbers.


Article in an e-journal:
Author’s Surname Initial. Title of article. Abbreviated journal title [Internet]. Year [cited year month day]; volume number (issue number if there is one): page numbers. Available from: URL, or other electronic address for the article (for example, a DOI).


Many providers also give an article a unique identifier called a DOI (digital object identifier) which is a permanent, persistent link to the article and preferable to use since this link will never 'break'. If you can see a DOI for the article you are referencing, provide it instead of the URL at the end of the reference - the DOI should be preceded by http://dx.doi.org/ in order for the link to work.


Note: Titles of journals should be abbreviated according to the standard format. These can be found at the National Library of Medicine’s PubMed website, using the Journals database feature: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/journals

Review in the Cochrane Library
The Cochrane Library indicates how their reviews should be cited, just click on the ‘How to Cite’ links provided in the database for instructions.

To obtain the example below I looked at an example record in the Cochrane Library. The ‘How to Cite’ instructions were:

### Newspapers

**Article in a printed newspaper:**
Author’s Surname Initial. Title of article. Title of Newspaper. Year Month Day; Location in newspaper.

Clarkson M. Outreach studies in the community. The Guardian. 1998 Jun 16; Sect. A:3 (col.4).

**Article in an online newspaper:**
Author’s Surname Initial. Title of article. Title of Newspaper [Internet]. Year Month Day [cited Year Month Day]. Available from: URL.


**Note:** If no author name is given then begin the reference with the title of the article. *Do not use Anonymous or Anon.*

### Government Documents

**Government report (printed) or Command Papers (for example a white paper or a green paper):**
Name of Government Department. Title of paper/report, Cm number – also called the Series number. Place of publication: Name of Publisher; Year of publication.


**Note:** If it is a report rather than a white or green paper then there will be no Cm number to use.

**Government report (online):**
Name of Government Department. Title of paper/report, Cm number [Internet]. Place of publication: Name of Publisher; Year of publication [cited Year Month Day]. Available from: URL.


**Government circular (printed):**
Name of Government Department. Title of report, circular number if relevant. Place of Publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.


**Government circular (online):**
Department of Health. Title of circular, circular number if relevant [Internet]. Place of Publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication [cited Year Month Day]. Available from: URL.

### Acts of Parliament (printed):
Name of Country. Title of Act, Chapter. Place of Publication: Publisher Name; Year of Act.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Country. Title of Act, Chapter. Place of Publication: Publisher Name; Year of Act.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Acts of Parliament (online):
Name of Country. Title of Act, Chapter [Internet]. Place of Publication: Publisher Name; Year of Act [cited Year Month Day]. Available from: URL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Country. Title of Act, Chapter [Internet]. Place of Publication: Publisher Name; Year of Act [cited Year Month Day]. Available from: URL.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Conference proceedings and papers, and scientific or technical reports

**Note:** Treat the proceedings of a conference like an edited book, adding relevant information about the conference. Treat a presentation/paper from the conference proceedings like a chapter in an edited book.

#### Whole Conference (printed as a publication):
Editor’s Surname Initial, editor. Title of publication if there is one. Conference; date; location. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Editor’s Surname Initial, editor. Title of publication if there is one. Conference; date; location. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Whole conference (online) – this would be similar to an e-book:
Editor’s Surname Initial, editor. Title of publication if there is one [Internet]. Conference; date; location. Place of publication: Publisher Name; year of publication [cited Year Month Day]. Available from: URL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Editor’s Surname Initial, editor. Title of publication if there is one [Internet]. Conference; date; location. Place of publication: Publisher Name; year of publication [cited Year Month Day]. Available from: URL.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Note:** If there is no publication title put [Internet] after the conference location information instead.

#### Conference paper/presentation (printed in conference proceedings/conference publication):
Author’s Surname Initial. Title of presentation/paper. In: Editor’s Surname Initial, editor. Title of conference. Relevant information such as Conference; date; location. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication. p. page numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author’s Surname Initial. Title of presentation/paper. In: Editor’s Surname Initial, editor. Title of conference. Relevant information such as Conference; date; location. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication. p. page numbers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Conference paper/presentation (online):
Author’s Surname Initial. Title of presentation/paper. In: Editor’s Surname Initial, editor. Title of publication if there is one [Internet]. Conference; date; location. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication [cited Year Month Day]. p. page numbers. Available from: URL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author’s Surname Initial. Title of presentation/paper. In: Editor’s Surname Initial, editor. Title of publication if there is one [Internet]. Conference; date; location. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication [cited Year Month Day]. p. page numbers. Available from: URL.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Scientific or technical report (printed):
Author’s Surname Initial. Title of report. Place of Publication: Publisher Name; Year Month of publication. Report Number (if relevant).


Theses and dissertations
Thesis, Dissertation or Project (printed):
Author’s Surname Initial. Title of dissertation/thesis etc. [dissertation/thesis etc.]. Place of publication: Publisher Name (generally the University that the student attended); Year of Publication.

Yates MT. Effect of ESC/EACTS guidelines on myocardial revascularisation on heart team discussion of patients with severe coronary artery disease in the United Kingdom [thesis]. London: St Georges, University of London; 2015.

Thesis, Dissertation or Project (online):
Author’s Surname Initial. Title of dissertation/thesis etc. [dissertation/thesis etc. on the Internet]. Place of publication: Publisher Name (generally the University that the student attended); Year of Publication [cited Year Month day]. Available from: URL.


Videos/DVD Recordings
Videos:
Author’s Surname Initial (if known). Title of video [videocassette]. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.


DVD recordings:
Author’s Surname Initial (if known). Title of dvd [dvd]. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of publication.

St George’s, University of London. A patient guide to deep vein thrombosis [dvd]. London: Media Services, St George’s, University of London; 2005
Online resources – web pages, images and multimedia

In the context of online resources it is useful to remember:

- The author can be a person or the organisation that produced the resource.
- The term “publisher” means an organisation responsible for the website.
- If you are unable to find out either the place of publication or the publisher, then leave them out.
- The date of publication means the date on the document, if it can be found. If not, you need to use the date that the pages were last updated. This may appear at the bottom of the page.
- The cited date is the date that you looked at the resource.
- You must give the full web address (URL or DOI), it is never acceptable to omit this.

Web pages/web document:
Author’s Surname Initial. Title of web page/web document [Internet]. Place of publication: Publisher Name; Year of Publication [cited Year Month Day]. Available from: URL.


Images and multimedia:
For images or multimedia sources found online you will need to give some format information such as: image/photograph/video/podcast, followed by the phrase ‘on the Internet’ in square brackets after the title of the source that you are using.

Creator’s Surname Initial. Title [image/illustration/photograph/video/podcast on the Internet]. Place of Publication: Publisher; Year [cited Year Month Day]. Available from: URL

For example, an image from a specialist website:

Or, a video on YouTube:

Note: Graphs and tables do not count as images, you therefore reference them in the appropriate format for the type of resource where the graph or table was published. So for example, if the table is in a journal article then you would reference it as a journal article.

Remember! As everything on the Web is in copyright unless stated otherwise, it is best to only include images that are in the public domain, where this is explicitly stated on the website or against the image. There are a wealth of websites now with high quality images that are in the public domain or use a Creative Commons license. The Library has a web page with sources of images in the public domain here: Library website > Resources > Images and multimedia.

If it isn't clear whether the image is in copyright, you should contact the publisher of the image for permission to use it.
Virtual Learning Environments (e.g. Moodle or Canvas)

Virtual Learning Environments are used increasingly as stores for course documents and teaching materials. You will need to be clear about what it is you are citing e.g. lecturer’s notes, a journal article, an image digitized for use in VLEs or an item from a discussion board.

Moodle – Tutor’s notes/lecture/other format:
Author/Tutor’s Surname Initial. Title of item. Name of academic module [vle online]. Year of publication if known [cited Year Month Day]. Available from: URL: of virtual learning environment.


Canvas – Message from Course Discussion Board:
Author’s Surname Initial. Title of message. Title of Discussion Board in Name of academic module [vle online]. Year of publication if known [cited Year Month Day]. Available from: URL: of virtual learning environment.


Missing details

Sometimes either the date or place of publication may not be printed/displayed anywhere on the resource you wish to refer to. If the date is missing, you can use [date unknown]. If the place of publication is missing, use [place unknown]. Always put these in square brackets. If you do not know the name of the author then start your reference with the title of the resource instead, do not use Anon or Anonymous.

Note:
- If you cannot identify either an individual or a corporate author, you should consider very carefully whether it is an appropriate source to be using to support your work.
- It is never acceptable to omit a URL/DOI in references to online resources.

Further information for using the Vancouver style

The Vancouver Style is part of the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors' Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals, which are available at http://www.icmje.org

The ICMJE no longer publishes a list of reference formats, but instead recommends that authors follow the National Library of Medicine (NLM) guidelines. For samples of reference citation formats, authors should consult NLM’s Citing Medicine here: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK7256/

Note:
- If you are writing for publication you should check the instructions to authors for the journal that you are submitting to.
- Some journals use their own variation of the Vancouver style, or use a different referencing style.
Further help and support

Email your Liaison Librarian: liaison@sgul.ac.uk

You can also get 1-2-1 support with referencing enquiries from the Research Enquiries Desk. No appointment required, just drop-by during opening hours:

Monday - Friday 11am – 4pm (subject to change)
020 8725 5514